
The building of CF-116A "716", 
as flown by Major Laurence 

Sianchuk, 419 Squadron, 1983 
 
 
 

 
 

Major Laurence Sianchuk, fall of 1983 



 
 

Kit: Kinetic K48020 
Cockpit set: Wolfpack WP4817 

Eduard 49620 CF-5A/CF-116 Interior S.A. 
Seat: Wolfpack F-5A/B Ejection Seat Set 

WP48167 
Master Model 1/48 F-5 Tiger II Freedom 

Fighter F-5A, E, F Pitot Tube & 20mm Gun 
Barrels - AM-48-149 

CanMilAir custom decals 
 
 



Cockpit seats 
 

   
            Kit supplied   Wolfpack   

Cockpit tubs 
 

   
Kit supplied                 Wolfpack 



 

Quick and dirty Kinetic-supplied cockpit: 
 

   
 

In no particular order: observations, comments: 
 

The instruction sheets: confusing, unless you spend time studying these. I 
suggest separating each page (there are 16), plus 16 pages devoted to different 
operators, to facilitate moving from one page to another (you will need to do 
this throughout the construction on this model). There are no "steps", and some 
sub-assemblies are scattered throughout these pages. In this review, I will refer 
to page numbers, and the particular components, with appropriate comments.  
 

The mold extrusion pins: you will have to snip at least one hundred of these. 
Their removal is quite time consuming. And you must sand each contact points. 
 

Assembly, CF-5A 
 

Page 4: the only parts I will be using are the nose cone halves (parts D35 and 
D39) and, later, the canopy (part F1). More on these subjects later. Cement the 
nose cone halves together. Sand seams until perfectly smooth. 
 

Page 5: nose gear tire: assemble per instructions; "cycle" the tire (sand the 
seams to make it look it went through many cycles); paint seam black; paint hub 



flat aluminum. Nose gear housing (part D11): cement part D14 in place. Nose 
landing gear strut (parts D10 and D22), and door (part D18): more on that 
subject later. Cement exhaust cones together (parts D27 and D28). 

 
CF-5A, Ramada Inn, Trenton, Ontario 

"Look, daddy, this CF-5A is flying without a pilot!" 
 

Page 7: cement nose gear housing in place to the fore starboard fuselage half 
(part A12); align properly once cement is almost dry. Cement in place parts E11, 
E12. E23 and E24, on both the fore fuselage parts A1 and A12 respectively. I 
ignored the suggested drilling of a hole through part A12 (perhaps I will regret 
this later), as its suggested location is too vague anyway (no marking on the 
inside of part A12). Nose gear and refueling probe (part E20) will be added later 
in the construction. The cockpit tub and seat come next (aftermarket 
components). 
 

The instruction sheet prompts the builder to drill a hole on the starboard side of 
the fuselage to accommodate the rectangular forward locator tab on the re-
fueling probe (part E20). Two things wrong with this: there is no indication on 
the inside of this fuselage half (part A12) as to where to drill said hole; nor does 
the instructions indicate the size of the hole. I purposefully ignored this until the 
model was ready for painting, later figuring it out. Refer to page 16. 
 

Follow Wolfpack assembly instructions. Prime and paint light grey the cockpit 
tub, test-fit (some sanding required on both sides of the tub in equal quantity) 
and CA said tub in place. Test fit on the starboard side until proper alignment is 
achieved. CA kit rudder pedals in position, and paint flat aluminum. File down 
the instrument panel and side consoles smooth before assembly; otherwise, the 
Eduard 49620 PE parts will not fit properly. Paint instrument and consoles flat 
black. CA the instrument panel in position. I attached WITH CA all PE instrument 
panel and side consoles parts (a little snipping on the side consoles will be 
necessary), as I have little faith in "self adhesive" PE parts to remain in place 



once model is completed. Trim instrument panel PE parts so these parts will not 
interfere with the assembly of the two forward fuselage halves. Test fit.  
 

On to the Wolfpack seat: prime and paint as you wish (check your references). I 
used photographs David McMahon took for me of the Atlantic Canada Aviation 
Museum (ACAM), Halifax, Nova Scotia) CF-5A this museum has on display: 

 

   
Photographs courtesy of David McMahon, Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum 

 

Use as many of the Eduard interior set PE parts as you can; some are not worth 
the aggravation/return trade-off due to their small size; your call. The fit of the 
seat into the cockpit tub is excellent. CA the seat and the control yoke in place. 
Skip installing the gun sight (kit-supplied part F4) and clear plastic parts until 
model is assembled, puttied, primed and fully painted; otherwise, installing 
these parts (and the nose landing strut/tire sub assembly) at this time will only 
complicate the masking of the model prior to painting, and be vulnerable: 
 

   



Cement the nose gear housing (without the nose landing gear strut/tire) in place 
on the starboard, not port, forward fuselage half and align carefully. Enlarge the 
female locator pin holes, using a 3/64" drill bit. Test fit, and trim the aft 
bulkhead as much as is necessary for a proper fit; cement both halves together: 
 

 
Part D14 already attached 

 
 



Do not attach the refueling probe (part E20) and the nose gear strut/tire sub-
assembly yet. Finish the build first, as these would be vulnerable; they can wait. 
 

Page 8: Cement nose cone in place; only attach the 20mm 
cannon barrels, the pitot probe (part D15), the 2 the clear 
canopy (part F1), the windscreen (part F2), the gun sight 
(part F4) later, (omit the windscreen PE6 part), once the 
painting of the model is completed; the Wolfpack-
supplied assembled gun sight (part PE43 part and clear 
"film" for the gun sight) is too finicky and will not hold up 
as well as the kit supplied gun sight (part F4). Assemble 
the boarding ladder (parts D26 and D34), prime, paint 
(check your references) and set aside. Use thick-gel CA to 
attach the carefully trimmed, primed and painted canopy 
"hinging mechanism" (Wolfpack, part 18), either in the 
opened or closed position, so you can use it to secure the 

cockpit masking tape prior to priming and painting the nearly completed model. 
Open or shut positioning of the canopy, your call. 

 

Page 10: You have to decide if you wish to have the air brakes deployed or 
retracted. The recipient of this model chose "retracted". If deployed, use parts 
E9 and E10; if retracted, install parts E7 and E8. Cement in place the rudder (part 
E18) and the air scoops (parts C18). Cement part E15 in place; you will have to 
drill a small hole, then putty. Paint clear parts F5 red, seal with Future wax many 
times, and install once model is fully painted, using clear parts cement. I am not 
using photo-etch parts PE1, nor PE2. Cement in place the exhaust nozzle sub-
assembly; the proper alignment will require some fitting, sanding and puttying.  
 

Page 11: Beware: the leading edge flaps are ill-fitting at best. Before you start 
the wings, you must decide if you want the leading and trailing-edge flaps and 
ailerons in either neutral position or drooped. Tabs are molded on the parts that 
are removed or left in place, depending on which position you select. Start with 
leading edge slats (parts B5 and B6); test fit carefully, and trim as necessary; 
repeat the process for trailing edge flaps and ailerons (parts B11, B12, B13 and 
B14). Cement these parts to the upper wing halves (parts B15 and B16). If you 
decide not to use any lower wing hard points (as I did), putty the respective 
holes. Cement upper wing halves to lower wing (part B1). Use clear cement to 
install formation lights (parts F7). Sand until smooth the inboard forward wing 
roots (arrowed below): 



 

 

Page 12: DO NOT PROCEED (I am writing this after I did proceed; refer to 
BREAKING NEWS below). Engine air intakes: using a 3/64" drill bit, slightly 
enlarge all four locator pin holes (drill all the way through) on the forward 
fuselage sub-assembly. Cement parts D5 and D6, and D1 and D9 together; clean 
seams. Cement "fans" (parts C19) in place, although I fail to see the point of 
these "fans", as you could not see these even with a laser beam light and a 
magnifying glass; but, why not! Cement both to the forward fuselage, and 
clamp. Wait until you have mated the forward and aft fuselages before 
attempting to cement the intake covers (parts D7 and D8) in place (page 13). 
 

 
 

Cement the tail hook (part E6) to the larger ventral plate (part E22). Should you 
wish to paint the hook a different shade than that of the lower surfaces, you 
will be able to slide a sacrificial piece of thin cardboard between the hook and 
the larger ventral plate in order to do so. Slightly enlarge the four holes for the 
air scoops (parts C13); cement these in place. 
 

Do not attach the two landing lights (parts F6) nor part E21 on to the smaller 
ventral plate (part A2) in place yet. Cement smaller ventral plate in place.  
 



 
 

Page 13: The mating issue stems from the fact the upper rearmost of the 
forward fuselage is too narrow by at least 1/8". Solution: make your own 
"spreader" from large sprue tree material cut to precisely 5/8" once the ends of 
this "spreader" are sanded flat, and abundantly thick-gel CA in place (red 
arrow). Use a temporary spreading tool [I had 1/2" wide brass plate that I taped 
in place (blue arrow)] at the top of the forward rearmost upper fuselage; refer 
to photographs below:  
 

 
 



   
 

Do not install the two main landing gear door actuators (parts C15) and parts 
C25 and C26 (optional) yet. Cement larger plate sub-assembly, then the wing to 
bottom of rear fuselage.  
 
 
 

BREAKING NEWS 
 

After unsuccessfully struggling to attempt to mate the forward and rear 
fuselages, I realized the ش يع ضال  engine air intakes had (Arabic for bloody)  ين 
to be removed almost completely; these full-length intakes serve absolutely no 
purpose whatsoever, other than for the builder to curse or to reach for a gallon 
of gin. I did neither. So I stripped most of the offending intakes down to this 
(see photograph below) , without affecting the end result (nothing lost visually 
from these amputations) and after carefully test-fitting the intake covers. 

 



 
 

 
 

Apply cement to the grooves on the forward fuselage half, and mate the two 
halves together, making sure there are no gaps at the mating points. Clamp 
vertically, using the vertical tail fin as a clamping point. Allow to dry overnight. 
From page 14, cement in place stabilizers (parts B2 and B3); align carefully: 
 



 
Starting to look like a CF-5A 

 

Page 14: Wait until model is painted. 
 

Page 15: Assemble wingtip tanks (parts C27 and C29). Trim locator tabs a 
snippet (there are too long). After much test fitting, finally cement the two 
"peanut" wingtip tanks in place; align properly, if you do not have the updated 
kit. You will have to modify one of them into a starboard tank, as the kit only 
provides two port tanks!!! It seems Kinetic, in their later renditions, have 
remedied this situation; if so, you will have three "peanuts" wingtip tanks. 
 

As the recipient of this model does not wish to have any hard points hanging 
from the wings, I ignored these. 
 

Page 16: This page is strictly a depiction/assembly instruction of the various 
armament/tanks options on hard points. I ignored these, except for the 
centerline (parts E1 and E3) fuel tank particular (pointier tip) to the CF-5A. 
 

Page 22: for the template for the variegated paint scheme used, refer to the 
"Create your own masks" description further below. 
 

Odds and ends. from various pages, 
prior to any landing gear installation: 

 

1. After test fitting, some strategic trimming of the engine air intake covers 
(parts D7 and D8, from page 12), test fitting again, and trimming some 
more until satisfactory, cement these air intake covers in place. A tad of 



puttying (red arrow) will be required to fill the small gap between the aft 
fuselage and engine air intake covers: 

 

 
 

 
 

2. Before installing the stabilizers/elevators (parts B2 and B3, page 14), sand 
(and putty if necessary) the joint between the larger ventral plate (part 
E22) and the aft fuselage. Cement stabilizers/elevators in place; align: 

 

   
3. The recipient of this model wishes the "Canadian" (pointier) centreline 

fuel tank installed (ignore parts E2 and E4 for CF-5A). Cement fuel tank 
halves (parts E1 and E3, page 16) together. Do not cement tank holders 
(parts C14) onto centreline tank hard point (part B4), as these will be both 
useless and an obstruction to attach the centerline tank later (page 14).  

4. Drill 5/64" hole at the proper location. Cement in place the UHF/IFF (part 
D13, page 12). 



5. Refer to page 10. Drill 3/64" hole at the proper location. Cement in place 
the VHF antenna (part E15). 

6. Canopy and windscreen (page 8): with long clamps, dip each in Future 
wax; stand these vertically so wax will drip off completely, and set aside. 

 

Painting the mostly completed model 
A note on putty 

 

It is your call on which putty to use. We all have favourites; my preferred 
options are Tamiya Basic Type Putty, and automotive Bondo Glazing & Spot 
Putty (product number 907C) for many reasons; as to Bondo putty, here are the 
reasons: a) it is easy to sand or buff: b) it applies very nicely; neatly spreads with 
a wet finger (remains soft enough to do so for 15 seconds); c) it is a reddish 
color, which makes it obvious where you have applied it; d) excess cleans off 
easily, using Q-tips dipped in 100% acetone (nail polish remover); e) dries solid 
in less than 30 minutes; f) it is easy to re-scribe panel lines, ... , albeit gently. 
Best of all, its tube never gets clogged up. Have many of you have struggled with 
"Perfect Putty" (or any other putty for that matter) drying up in the top of the 
tube? Putty where necessary; let dry thoroughly; sand or buff, and re-scribe. 
 

 
Bondo Glazing & Spot Putty showing its dull reddish color. One can easily 

reshape accidentally over sanded polystyrene (area aft of cockpit) 
 

Below: almost done with the undersurfaces puttying;  
some Tamiya putty used for touch ups 



 
 

Mask cockpit; apply drawing gum on wing lights. Prime 
the model (use my "coffee" onion to smooth the primer, 
found on SMN; see link below), and all the "yet to be 
installed" small parts (landing gear parts mostly). 
 

https://www.scalemodellingnow.com/tbconstruction-
fine-sanding-alternative-coffee-filter-onion 
 
 

The re-fueling probe: how to solve this little mystery 
 

From page 7: the instructions suggest cementing the probe (part E20) in place 
FAR too early, as the probe will be in the way for the duration (until now) of the 
construction of the model. The mystery: "where to drill that unmarked hole, 
and how large should it be?" Solutions: test-fit the aft probe tab in the square 
opening (green arrow), and measure where you will need to drill the hole for 
the forward tab (mark horizontally); line the probe vertically, and mark. Pilot-
hole with a 3/64" bit; enlarge said hole with a 5/64" bit (red arrow). Bend the 
horizontal part of the probe to conform to the shape of the fuselage; remove 



the aft tab, as the square opening is too low for prototypical installation (I found 
out the hard way). Hence, fill that opening. Cement probe in place, with the aft 
end slightly above the upper engine intake, and at a slight angle away from the 
fuselage. Refer to the two photographs (and those in the addendum) of the CF-
5A on display at the Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum, Halifax, Nova Scotia 
(Canada). Took me 3 hours to get it 99% right, letting cement dry, holding, ... 

 

 

 
 

 



Paints 
(all Tamiya acrylics, thinned with Tamiya Lacquer Thinner 50-50) 

 

 Undersurfaces: Light Grey: XF-80 Royal Light Grey 

 Base, upper surfaces: Dark Grey: XF-63 German Grey 

 Camouflage: Dark Green: XF-62 Olive Drab 
I took some artistic shortcuts with the upper surfaces colors. I have seen more 
elaborate "brews" in reviews, but the recipient of this model, when he visited 
my atelier, selected the above paints; the model will be dull-coated anyway. 
 

Mask the wing lights with drawing gum, easily removed once painting is done; 
your local elaborate arts and craft store carries this drawing gum; you will also 
need the special eraser to remove the dried and painted over drawing gum.  
 

Airbrush the undersurfaces XF-80 Royal Light Grey, overlapping on the sides of 
the fuselage, centreline drop tank, and wingtip tanks surfaces". Later masking 
will take care of these overlaps. Please note it is difficult to tell the difference in 
color between the Tamiya Fine Primer and the Tamiya XF-80 Royal Light Grey: 
 

 
 

Thoroughly mask the entire undersurfaces; use Tamiya1/2" flexible tape (that 
excellent white product that bends to adopt to slightly cursed surfaces, most 
notably on the wingtip tanks), and Tamiya 10mm and 18mm yellow tape. I 
sometimes use green painter's tape as well, predominantly on larger scale 
models (me, frugal?).  Seal all white "upper" tape edges with ample Future wax: 



 
Mask engines "exhaust" cones; will be easier to hand-paint "burnt-iron" later 

 

Airbrush the masked sides and upper surfaces with the "base" XF-63 German 
Grey, not forgetting to use drawing gum to mask the wing lights. Allow to dry 
thoroughly. Apply the prepared camouflage masks; seal seams with Future wax. 

 
Bottom; lots of scotch tape (cello tape); you get the idea 

 

Airbrush XF-62 Olive Drab camouflage paint. Airbrush Future wax on both upper 
and lower both surfaces, so the decals can adhere to the intended surface areas. 
 



 
Exhaust cones yet to be painted 

 

Building a jig for the model 
 

You will need a jig for the model, especially to work on the installation of the 
landing gear parts. I made mine from rigid Styrofoam that usually comes with 
large household appliances: 4" thick, 10" wide, 16" long (or more) will work. 
Use a serrated steak knife to cut out to the proper shape, and secure model 
(right side up or inverted) with tooth picks (no pressure on wingtip tanks): 
 

 



Finishing touches, paint-wise 
(in no particular order) 

 

 Wingtip tanks lights: remove airbrushed paint from both tips by simply 
applying clear paint over the area you wish to paint, let sit 10 seconds, 
then wipe clean with a cloth; paint X-25 Clear Green and X-27 Clear Red. 

 

    
 

 Main landing gear bays: XF-16 Flat Aluminum. You can "sludge" if you 
wish to give models that not necessarily clean feel (as in: many cycles). 

   
"Sludged" 

 Landing gear doors, air brakes, and main landing gear actuators: inside: 
XF-16 Flat Aluminum; outside: XF-80 Royal Light Grey (refer to later 
photograph, under "Underbody parts installation"). 

 Centreline tank: top: XF-62 Olive Drab; bottom: XF-80 Royal Light Grey: 

 



Attach to the ventral hard point, snipping off the two kit-supplied attachment 
points to get a smooth surface. Use a sufficient amount of thick-gel CA and align 
properly (trial, error, re-trial, ... Touch up hard point paint. 
 
 

 Anti-collision lights (parts F5): 
no location aids on model; these go 
on the vertical tail plane, as shown 
in the attached photograph (circled). 
You decide where you will attach 
these lights, then drill a 3/64" hole 
through the tail plane; otherwise, it 
would be very difficult to install 
perfectly symmetrically; the hole 
will be covered by red-painted parts 
F5. Trim parts very carefully from 
the sprue. Use precision cement to 
install; the pointy end goes forward. 
Touch up the dark green paint, and 
Future wax again: 

 

 

 

 
 

 Tires: XF-85 Rubber Black; wheel hubs: XF-16 Flat Aluminum. 

 Canopy (part F1): dip in Future wax and let drip dry vertically for a few 
hours. Do the same with the windscreen. Mask just forward of the 
limiting line that will be painted later, using Tamiya 5mm flexible tape; 



Future wax very generously, and prime with diluted Tamiya Surface 
Primer. Paint whatever color you choose. Once perfectly dried, scrape off 
the inevitable slight bleeding of the paint with a toothpick. Paint lower 
and forward edges of canopy whatever color you choose. Future wax. 

 
  

 Windscreen (part F2): mask all edges, one edge at a time (tape overlaps 
will obligatorily bleed), with Tamiya 5mm flexible tape; seal generously 
with Future wax. Paint according to your paint scheme; Future end result. 

 Paint forward portion of the tail hook flat aluminum, for slight contrast: 

 
  Add "sludge" to wheel wells and inside of landing gear doors to reflect 

many cycles your model had, picking up tarmac "dirt" along the way; we 
all have recipes for said "sludge". 

 Repaint top of rudder Tamiya XF-63 German Grey; Future wax. 

 Future wax the entire model, using Q-Tips, as you run the risk of 
unwanted "drips and puddles" if you use an airbrush to perform this 
operation. The decals/data stencils can then be applied (seal with Future 
wax). The Tamiya XF-86 Flat Clear will, once airbrushed, adhere more 
securely to the surfaces, after decals/data stencils are applied (refer to 
"Applying decals/data stencils" section further below) 

 Cockpit masking: fill in cockpit cavity with a soft piece of spongy foam. Cut 
and trim Tamiya 18mm pieces of tape to perfectly fit from the aft of the 
canopy hinging mechanism to the front of the windshield decking. 

 Gun sight: use kit-supplied part F4, after airbrushing dull coat. 



 Cement windscreen and canopy in place, again after airbrushing dull coat. 

 " Variegate" refuel probe to match adjacent paint scheme; paint tip black 

 
Hard to tell from photograph, but it is there 

 
 Exhaust cones: The recipient wished that these be painted light grey. 

Paint the insides Vallejo Burnt Iron 77-721. Paint Tamiya XF-66 Light Grey. 
Future wax. Touch up variegated paint scheme and bottom XF-80 grey: 

 
 

 From page 4: prime both aftermarket 20mm cannons and pitot tube. 
Paint cannon barrels Tamiya X-10 Gun Metal. Wait until pitot tube is 
affixed to paint it Tamiya XF-87 Dark Green (too vulnerable to install until 
the last moment). Install 20mm cannon barrels, using capillary CA; make 
sure the Tamiya X-10 Gun Metal paint does not obstruct the hollow 



openings of the barrels. Touch up grey paint, and Future wax. Below: left: 
port side view; right: top view: 

   
 

 Pitot probe: the aftermarket probe does not fit quite well, so some 
creative puttying will be necessary. I have misplaced the kit-supplied 
pitot, so I cannot comment on its fit. Apply surface primer on the whole 
probe, so the Tamiya putty has something to which to adhere. Once dry, 
apply the putty, shaping it with your fingers, dipped in water, as the putty 
dries. Sand down any excess putty. Capillary CA for solidity. Cover pitot 
again with surface primer. Paint according to your color scheme, with 
tapered end painted Tamiya XF-16 Flat Aluminum; on the real aircraft, the 
actual tapered end pitot was heated; hence the reason for flat aluminum 
"bare metal" look. Future wax. Perhaps the kit-supplied pitot fits better?

 

     
 



 From page 8: gun sight installation (part F4): fill the hole in the hood with 
putty; otherwise, the kit-supplied sight will fall through this hole. Paint 
anti-glare hood flat black. Use clear parts cement; position with tweezers. 

 From page 8: install painted windscreen with clear parts cement. Install 
painted canopy (if in the opened position) with polystyrene cement. I 
omitted PE part 6 and mirrors (parts C22); mirrors too fiddly, and the 
required cement would likely mar the clear portion of the canopy: 

Underbody parts installation 
 

Create a 2" thick foam jig (any household leftover packaging will work), 
hollowed out to fit model upside-down, on which you can rest the model; red 
arrow indicates where you should hollow the jig out in order to accommodate 

the refuel probe: 

 
 

From page 14: test fit (sand if necessary), and cement in place main landing gear 
struts (parts D19 and D20); use Testors cement fairly generously. Let dry. Get rid 
of the pins on the landing gear actuators (parts D16 and D17), and thoroughly 
sand contact points. Apply a generous amount of Testors cement to front of 
landing gear bays; install, with a touch of cement applied to the lower contact 
points with the struts. Cement in place the main gear tires. Cement in place the 
strut landing gear doors (parts D36 and D37). Cement in place "fuselage" 



landing gear doors (parts D2 and D3). (From page 13): cement in place ventral 
air brakes actuators, bending upwards the four tabs if you wish these to be 
"deployed" (parts D32 and D33). Cement in place ventral air brakes (parts D32 
and D33). (From pages 5): nose gear sub-assembly: cement in place nose landing 
gear strut and tire (parts D10, D12, and tire). Cement in place landing lights, 
painted silver in the front (parts F6). Cement in place the nose gear sub-
assembly, and nose gear door (part D18). Cement in place centreline fuel tank.  

 

Additional touch-ups 
 Wing lights: as the CF-5A had painted lens, rather than clear lens with 

red/green bulbs, use Tamiya X-27 Clear Red and Tamiya X-25 Clear Green 
on the top and bottom of the clear lenses; apply these with a toothpick. 



Applying decals/data stencils 
 

The kit-supplied Cartograf decals and common markings are excellent; however, 
as this is a commissioned model for a specific aircraft with "dark" variegated 
paint scheme, I only used from these the following: 7*, 8 (both), 11, 12, 13, 14 
(both), 26 (both), 34 (both), 42 (both), and II (both). I used the superb CanMilAir 
custom aircraft-specific decals (e.g.: "716", 419 "Moose" Squadron upper 
vertical tail plane stripe/logo), ..., to complete the model. Treat all decals with 
Microscale Liquid Decal Film beforehand, and allow to dry; use Microscale Micro 
set to finish the decals; please note the photographs of the vertical tail planes 
show 434 "Bluenose" Squadron logo (starboard side) and 419 "Moose" 
Squadron (port side), as the recipient flew  for both squadrons (mostly 419): 

  
 

Wingtip Tanks Formation Lights Decals 
 

The instruction manual correctly suggests the placement of formation lights 
decals 42 (page 22 and all pages with aircraft painting and decaling instructions) 
be applied to the wingtip tanks central (as in thinnest) portion, but the line 
indicating this positioning is not long enough, thus leading to much confusion. 



 
Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum, Halifax, Nova Scotia (Canada) 

 
 

"To dull coat or not, that is the question" 

 

The recipient desired I dull coat his model. I ran a test, using polystyrene 
cardstock, primed, painted in the same colors as the model, Future waxed and 
decaled. I then covered the left half before using Testors DullCote Spray Lacquer 
1260C on the right half, with the following result (rough paint job); worked well. 
However, the recipient opted not to have his model dull coated, as the dull coat 
lightened the colors he had selected. From my perspective: an excellent call. 

 


